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jul 20 2019   it s because in english evidence is an uncoutable noun
like information we would say a piece of evidence some evidence no
evidence etc but we would not say an evidence nor 2 evidences to
provide evidence facts information etc that give reasons for believing
that something is true or present they are required to have recognized
qualifications and to evidence the meaning of evidence is an outward
sign indication how to use evidence in a sentence synonym discussion
of evidence something that makes plain or clear an indication or sign
his flushed look was visible evidence of his fever law data presented
to a court or jury in proof of the facts in issue and which may
include the testimony of witnesses records documents or objects
synonyms affidavit deposition information apr 21 2024   evidence
exhibit testimony proof refer to information furnished in a legal
investigation to support a contention evidence is any information so
given whether furnished by witnesses or derived from documents or from
any other source hearsay evidence is not admitted in a trial
uncountable the information that is used in court to try to prove
something i was asked to give evidence to say what i knew describe
what i had seen etc at the trial the defence accused the prosecution
of withholding several key pieces of evidence circumstantial forensic
evidence evidence definition 1 something that makes you believe that
something is true or exists 2 information that is given learn more to
prove or show something to be evidence of something as evidenced by
something the legal profession is still a largely male world as
evidenced by the small number of women judges be evidenced in
something the scale of the problem is not evidenced in police
statistics word origin join us evidence noun ˈɛvədəns uncountable
countable the facts signs or objects that make you believe that
something is true evidence of something there is convincing evidence
of a link between exposure to sun and skin cancer evidence is anything
that can be used to prove something like the evidence presented in a
trial or the trail of bread crumbs that is evidence of the path hansel
took through the woods the word evidence is derived from the latin
ēvidēnt meaning obvious
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a evidence an evidence or no article r grammar reddit Mar 31 2024 jul
20 2019   it s because in english evidence is an uncoutable noun like
information we would say a piece of evidence some evidence no evidence
etc but we would not say an evidence nor 2 evidences
evidence english meaning cambridge dictionary Feb 28 2024 to provide
evidence facts information etc that give reasons for believing that
something is true or present they are required to have recognized
qualifications and to evidence
evidence definition meaning merriam webster Jan 29 2024 the meaning of
evidence is an outward sign indication how to use evidence in a
sentence synonym discussion of evidence
evidence definition meaning dictionary com Dec 28 2023 something that
makes plain or clear an indication or sign his flushed look was
visible evidence of his fever law data presented to a court or jury in
proof of the facts in issue and which may include the testimony of
witnesses records documents or objects synonyms affidavit deposition
information
evidence definition and meaning collins english dictionary Nov 26 2023
apr 21 2024   evidence exhibit testimony proof refer to information
furnished in a legal investigation to support a contention evidence is
any information so given whether furnished by witnesses or derived
from documents or from any other source hearsay evidence is not
admitted in a trial
evidence noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Oct 26 2023
uncountable the information that is used in court to try to prove
something i was asked to give evidence to say what i knew describe
what i had seen etc at the trial the defence accused the prosecution
of withholding several key pieces of evidence circumstantial forensic
evidence
evidence meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Sep 24 2023 evidence
definition 1 something that makes you believe that something is true
or exists 2 information that is given learn more
evidence verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Aug 24 2023
to prove or show something to be evidence of something as evidenced by
something the legal profession is still a largely male world as
evidenced by the small number of women judges be evidenced in
something the scale of the problem is not evidenced in police
statistics word origin join us
evidence noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jul 23 2023
evidence noun ˈɛvədəns uncountable countable the facts signs or
objects that make you believe that something is true evidence of
something there is convincing evidence of a link between exposure to
sun and skin cancer
evidence definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jun 21 2023
evidence is anything that can be used to prove something like the
evidence presented in a trial or the trail of bread crumbs that is
evidence of the path hansel took through the woods the word evidence
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